
 
 

 

  

Abstract - A phoneme-acquisition system was developed using a 
computational model that explains the developmental process 
of human infants in the early period of acquiring language. 
There are two important findings in constructing an infant’s 
acquisition of phonemes: (1) an infant’s vowel like cooing tends 
to invoke utterances that are imitated by its caregiver, and (2) 
maternal imitation effectively reinforces infant vocalization. 
Therefore, we hypothesized that infants can acquire phonemes 
to imitate their caregivers’ voices by trial and error, i. e., in-
fants use self-vocalization experience to search for imitable and 
unimitable elements in their caregivers’ voices. On the basis of 
this hypothesis, we constructed a phoneme acquisition process 
using interaction involving vowel imitation between a human 
and an infant model. Our infant model had a vocal tract system, 
called the Maeda model, and an auditory system implemented 
by using Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) 
through STRAIGHT analysis. We applied Recurrent Neural 
Network with Parametric Bias (RNNPB) to learn the expe-
rience of self-vocalization, to recognize the human voice, and to 
produce the sound imitated by the infant model. To evaluate 
imitable and unimitable sounds, we used the prediction error of 
the RNNPB model. The experimental results revealed that as 
imitation interactions were repeated, the formants of sounds 
imitated by our system moved closer to those of human voices, 
and our system could self-organize the same vowels in different 
continuous sounds. This suggests that our system can reflect the 
process of phoneme acquisition. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

 Our goal was to clarify how to acquire the ability to dis-
tinguish phonemes in the early development of human in-
fants. Infants can acquire spoken language through imitating 
the vocal output of their parents. This ability is closely re-
lated to the cognitive development of language. 

Developmental psychologists have demonstrated that an 
infant’s vowel-like cooing tends to invoke utterances that are 
imitated by its caregiver’s [1] and that maternal imitation 
effectively reinforces infant vocalization [2]. Infants have no 
innate knowledge of phonemes and regard a sound of pho-
neme sequences as continuous acoustic signals. As they 
grow, infants acquire the ability to discover phoneme units in 
continuous speech sounds by prosody, rhythm, stress, and 
whether they can imitate the sound or not. 

We hypothesized that infants can acquire phonemes to 
imitate their caregiver’s voices repeatedly by trial and error, 
i.e., infants use self-vocalization experience to search for 
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imitable and unimitable elements in their caregiver’s 
voices. We define phoneme acquisition in this paper as fol-
lows: Infants can produce sounds close to caregivers’ voices. 

The human-development studies have designed vocal im-
itation systems that duplicate the acquisition process of vo-
wels [3]-[5]. The studies assume that acoustic signals consist 
of discrete phoneme sequences in advance, and they search 
for vocal-tract shapes corresponding to phonemes. However, 
articulatory movements for the same phoneme dynamically 
change according to the context of continuous speech (e.g. 
co-articulation). This effect derives from a physical con-
straint where articulation should be continuous in generating 
sounds. Recent neuroscience studies seem to support the 
relationship between articulations and voices as an active 
process involving motor cognition [6, 7]. 
 This paper targets phoneme acquisition obtained by con-
tinuous-sound segmentation and imitation. We have already 
developed and verified a vocal-imitation system using Re-
current Neural Network with Parametric Bias (RNNPB) [8]. 
Neural network with recursive connections can model con-
tinuous utterances of infant as “dynamics.” In this paper, we 
represented a infant model as a vocal-tract system, called the 
Maeda model [9]. To acquire phonemes, the infant model 
repeated learning and producing imitable sounds which the 
model selected from human voices. Our infant model used 
the prediction error of RNNPB to evaluate imitable and 
unimitable sounds produced by humans. STRAIGHT anal-
ysis is a kind of pitch analysis depending on the fundamental 
frequency (F0) of the sound [10]. As a result of the elimi-
nating F0 of acoustic parameters, the analysis decreases the 
difference in sounds produced by humans and the Maeda 
model. The segmenting method using RNNPB can divide 
several kinds of sequences into primitive sections which are 
encoded as a set of parameters, called PB values [11]. We 
expected that our infant model could manipulate the encoded 
phonemes to imitate human voices.  

Section II gives an overview of our phoneme-acquisition 
process, and it describes the infant and the RNN models. 
Section III describes our imitation model and the system. 
Section IV presents the experimental results for vowel ac-
quisition. Section V discusses the vowels acquired and im-
itated with our system, and Section VI concludes the paper. 

II.  PHONEME ACQUISITION SYSTEM 

A. Overview 
 As we can see from Fig. 1, our phoneme-acquisition 
process consists of four phases: learning, recognition, gen-
eration, and selection. 
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Phase 1: Learning (Experiencing self-vocalization) 
 The phoneme-acquisition system produces sounds, and 
makes a connection between an articulatory movement and 
the sound produced by the movement. 
Phase 2: Recognition (Hearing parent’s sounds) 
 We enter voices into the system. The system recognizes the 
voices with an articulation producing the same dynamics as 
in the heard voice. 
Phase 3: Generation (Imitating sounds) 
 The system uses the articulation to imitate the voice. 
Phase 4: Selection (Exploring imitable sounds) 
 The system calculates the error between the heard and 
imitated sounds. The errors in imitable sounds are small and 
those in unimitable ones are large. 
 The process corresponds to the babbling and imitation of 
vowels in 3-6-month-old infants [12]. Our system repeats the 
process to acquire phonemes, especially vowels. Our model 
can self-organize to connect an articulatory movement with 
the corresponding sound dynamics. Additionally, the con-
nection is available in the recognition and generation phases 
to imitate human voices. 

Phase 1:
Learning with
vocal babbling

Phase 2: 
Recognition

Phase 3:
Imitation

Phase 4:
Exploring imitable
utterances

 
Figure 1 Phoneme acquisition process. 

 

B. Infant Model 
1) Auditory System: We used a kind of Mel-Frequency 
Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCCs) called STRAIGHT MFCCs, 
which were obtained from the power spectrum of a sound 
waveform segment. In STRAGHT MFCC, the power spec-
trum was calculated by using STRAIGHT instead of short 
term Fourier transform of its segment. STRAIGHT analysis 
is a kind of pitch analysis in which the window length is set 
depending on the F0 of the sound. The power spectrum 
experiences no interference caused by the F0 of the vocal 
source. The MFCCs are calculated by taking the discrete 
cosine transform of mel-scaled log filter bank energies. 
2) Vocal-tract System: We used the physical vocal-tract 
model proposed by Maeda [9]. This model has seven para-
meters determining the vocal tract shape, which were derived 
by principal components analysis of cineradiographic and 
labiofilm data from French speakers. Table I lists the seven 
parameters, and Table II has the first and second formant (F1 
and F2) of vowels produced by the Maeda model. 

A speech production model simulating the human vocal 
tract system incorporates the physical constraints of the 
articulatory mechanism. The parameters of the vocal tract 
with physical constraints are better for continuous-speech 
synthesis than acoustic parameters such as the sound spec-
trum. This is because the temporal change in the vocal-tract 
parameters is continuous and smooth, while that of the 

acoustic parameters is complex, and it is difficult to inter-
polate the latter parameters between phonemes. Although 
there are other vocoders, such as PARCOR [13] and 
STRAIGHT, we think that the Maeda model is the most 
appropriate to simulate the developmental process of infant’s 
speech. This is because it has physical constraints based on 
anatomical findings. This model for generating acoustic 
signals is a very simplified articulatory model, and the sound 
units corresponding to phonemes are expressed in these 
articulatory terms. 

Table I  Parameters of Maeda model 
Number Name Value: +3 … -3 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Jaw position (JP) 
Tongue dorsal position (TDP) 
Tongue dorsal shape (TDS) 
Tongue tip position (TTP) 

Lip opening (LO) 
Lip protrusion (LPR) 
Larynx position (LP) 

Upper <-> Lower 
Forward <-> Back 
Upper <-> Lower 
Upper <-> Lower 
Closed <-> Open 
Forward <-> Back 
Upper <-> Lower 

Table II  Average vowel formants of Maeda model 
 /a/ /i/ /u/ /e/ /o/

F1 (Hz) 667 234 269 401 500
F2 (Hz9 1214 2161 924 1894 902

 

C. Learning Algorithm 
This subsection describes the method we used to learn and 

segment temporal-sequence dynamics. We applied the 
RNNPB model, which was first proposed by Tani and Ito 
[14] as a forwarding forward model. It generates complex 
movement sequences, which are encoded as the limit-cycling 
dynamics and/or fixed-point dynamics of RNN. 
1) RNNPB model: The RNNPB model has the same archi-
tecture as the conventional Jordan-type RNN model [15], 
except for the PB nodes in the input layer. Unlike the other 
input nodes, these PB nodes take a constant value throughout 
each temporal sequence and are used to implement mapping 
between fixed-length values and temporal sequences. Figure 
2 outlines the network configuration for the RNNPB model. 
Unlike the Jordan-type RNN model, the RNNPB self orga-
nizes the values in the PB nodes that encode the sequence 
during the learning process. The common structural proper-
ties of the training-data sequences are acquired as connection 
weights by using the back-propagation through time (BPTT) 
algorithm [16], as in a conventional RNN. The specific 
properties of each individual temporal sequence are simul-
taneously encoded as PB values. As a result, the RNNPB 
model self-organizes mapping between the PB values and 
the temporal sequences. 
2) Segmenting Temporal-sequence Data: Our segmenting 
method determines the segmentation boundaries using the 
prediction error in the RNNPB model. Systems using this 
approach usually consist of dynamic recognizers that predict 
the target sequences. The dynamic sequence is articulated 
based on how predictable the recognizer is. The method we 
used to segment acoustic signals with articulatory move-
ments uses the prediction error in the RNNPB model and the 
number of segmentations. Its description is as follows. 
Consider the problem of segmenting a dynamic sequence, 
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D(t), whose length is T into N sections, which are 
represented as Si (i = 0, ··· , N−1). The boundary step be-
tween Si−1 and Si is represented by t = si, i.e., Si is defined as 
[si, si+1]. The segmenting process consists of five steps. 

 

Input S(t)

Output S(t+1)

Context loop X(t)

X(t+1)

Parameter
BiasInput S(t)

Output S(t+1)

Context loop X(t)

X(t+1)

Parameter
Bias  

 
Figure 2 Network configuration of RNNPB model 

 

Step 1) Initialization: The given sequence is divided into N 
sections. Each section has the same length. The boundary 
step, si (i= 0, ···, N), is set as T·i / N. 
Step 2) RNNPB training: The connection weights and PB 
values of the RNNPB model are updated with the given 
sequence, while the PB values are kept constant in each 
section, Si. 
Step 3) Calculate prediction errors: The prediction sequences 
of the RNNPB model, P(t), are calculated in each Si by using 
forward calculation, and the average prediction errors, Ei, are 
obtained. 
Step 4) Update length of each section: The boundary step, si 
(i = 1, ···, N −1), is updated by using the following rules: 
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where ds is a parameter to update the section length. 
Step 5) Repeat Steps 2 to 4 until entire error is converged. 
 If a sequence is generated by using simple dynamics, the  
prediction error in the RNNPB will be small, even when the 
PB values are fixed. However, if a sequence is generated by 
using multiple dynamics, the prediction error at the boundary 
between dynamics will increase. The algorithm can decrease 
the error by modifying the position of each boundary. 
3) Learning PB Vectors: The learning algorithm for the PB 
vectors is a variant of the BPTT algorithm. The step length of 
the ith section Si in a sequence is denoted by si+1 – si. For 
each of the articulatory and sound parameters outputs, back 
propagated errors with respect to PB nodes are accumulated 
and used to update PB values. The update equations for the 
kth unit of the PB nodes at section Si are 
 

 δρ ε δi t
bp

t

T
i

=
=


0

            (2) 

 

p sigmoidt t= ( / )ρ ζ           (3) 
 
In Eq. (2), δt

bp
 represents the delta error back propagated 

from the output nodes to the PB nodes and is integrated over 
period T steps. Internal value ρt is updated using the delta 

force, as shown in Eq. (3). The ε and ζ are learning coeffi-
cients. It is integrated over the period from si to si+1 steps. 
Then, the current PB values, pik, are obtained from the sig-
moidal outputs of the updated internal values in Eq. 1. 
 

D. Calculation in Recognition and Generation Phases 
After the RNNPB model is organized in the learning phase, 

it is used in the recognition and generation phases. The 
recognition phase corresponds to how infants recognize 
sounds presented by parents, i.e., to how the PB values are 
obtained. The PB values of each section are calculated from 
Eqs.2 and 3 by using the organized RNNPB without updat-
ing the connection weights. The boundary steps of each 
sequence are determined by the prediction errors in the or-
ganized RNNPB. However, there are no articulatory data 
because the system is only hearing sounds without articu-
lating them, unlike in the learning phase. The initial vocal 
tract values (these are all zeros) are input to the vocal tract 
units of the input layer in Step 0, and the outputs are calcu-
lated forward in the closed-loop mode from Step 1. More 
generally, the outputs in the articulatory output layer in Step 
t−1 are the input data in the articulatory input layer in Step t. 
This calculation is called a closed loop calculation. The 
generation phase corresponds to what articulation values 
have been calculated. The articulatory output of the RNNPB 
model is obtained in a closed loop calculation. The PB val-
ues obtained in the recognition phase are input to the 
RNNPB in each step 

III.  PHONEME ACQUISITION SYSTEM 

A. Experimental System 
Our experimental system is illustrated Fig. 3. We targeted 

vowel-sound segmentation and imitation in this paper. Our 
system does not know the numbers and kinds of vowels in 
sounds. This condition corresponds to human infants who do 
not have knowledge or skills to deal with phonemes. The 
infant model learns self-vocalization in the learning phase. In 
the first learning, we used a cubic interpolation method to 
produce articulatory parameters (APs) for the Maeda model. 
In the second or later learning, the model uses APs corres-
ponding to imitated sounds in the selection phase. Then, the 
Maeda model uses the APs to produce sounds, which are 
then transformed into MFCCs by the auditory system de-
scribed in subsection II-B.1. Finally, the RNNPB model 
learns each of the MFCC and AP sequences, which are 
normalized and synchronized. Parameter ds is set at 0.1. In 
the recognition phase, the infant model listens to human 
voices. MFCC sequences of vowels sound produced by a 
human are entered into the organized RNNPB model. The 
RNNPB model calculates the corresponding PB values for 
the given sequence to associate the articulatory movements 
with the sounds. 

In the generation phase, the infant model generates im-
itated sounds. The organized RNNPB produces articulatory 
sequences using the PB values obtained in the recognition 
phase. Then, the sequences are input into the Maeda model to 
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produce sounds. 
In the selection phase, the infant model discriminates re-

learning sounds. The organized RNNPB calculates all 
MFCC errors in the sound between humans and the infant 
model. Then, the model selects the re-learning sound whose 
MFCC error is less than average error of the imitated sounds 
in the generation phase. 
B. Sound Parameter: MFCCs 

The acoustic signals in our experiment were single chan-
nel with a sampling frequency of 10 kHz. We set the number 
of filter banks to 12. We formed five-dimensional vectors 
from the low-third to the low-seventh dimension out of 12- 
dimensional MFCC vectors by using STRAIGHT analysis. 
The vectors produced from speech sounds remained vowel 
features, and they were almost independent of speakers. 
C. Articulatory Parameters: Maeda Model Parameters 

We used the Maeda parameters in Table I except for the 
seventh parameter LP. This is because, when the Maeda 
model produces vowel sounds, the LP is steady. In the gen-
eration phase, it was possible for the Maeda parameters 
produced by the RNNPB to temporally fluctuate without 
human physical constraints. This occurred if the system did 
not easily associate the articulatory movements of an inex-
perienced sound. Therefore, to prevent extraordinary arti-
culation, we temporally smoothed the Maeda parameters 
produced by the RNNPB. Concretely, the parameters in each 
step were calculated by averaging those of the adjacent steps. 

IV. VOWEL ACQUISITION EXPERIMENT 

We carried out two experiments. In the first, we examined 
the effect of self-vocalization in the initial learning phase. In 
the second, we examined the phoneme-acquisition capabili-
ties of our infant model through our process. 
A. Experiment 1: Random Babbling 

Our infant model learned random babbling in the initial 
learning phase. Random babbling meant that our model used 
vowel-like sounds produced by random articulation of the 
Maeda model to learn self-vocalization. We used the 10 
kinds of random sounds /v1/, ···, /v10/ in Fig. 4 to create two 
sets of learning patterns consisting of three sounds (each 

pattern was 45 steps at 30ms/step) as follows. 
Set-1: /v1v2v3/, /v2v3v4/, /v3v4v5/, /v4v5v1/, /v5v1v2/, 

/v2v1v5/, /v1v5v4/, /v5v4v3/, /v4v3v2/, /v3v2v1/, 
Set-2: /v6v7v8/, /v7v8v9/, /v8v9v10/, /v9v10v6/, /v10v6v7/, 

/v7v6v10/, /v6v10v9/, /v10v9v8/, /v9v8v7/, /v8v7v6/. 
Set-1 and Set-2 has the different distribution of the for-

mant: Set-1 corresponded to large articulatory movements, 
and Set-2 corresponded to limited movements. 

We used two RNNPBs: the first learning Set-1 was called 
RNNPB-1, and the second learning Set-2 was called 
RNNPB-2. The organizations of Both RNNPBs were orga-
nized as follows: 11 input/output nodes, 40 hidden nodes, 5 
context nodes, and 2 PB nodes. Each RNNPB had 200,000 
learning iterations where ds = 0.1 and N = 8. 

 
(a) Formant space of /v1···5/.   (b) Formant space of /v6···10/. 

Fig. 4.  Formant space of initial learning set. 
 

Figure 5 shows the analysis of PB space for both orga-
nized RNNPBs. This analysis was conducted in five steps: 1) 
The PB space was divided into 10 x 10 lattices. 2) We used 
APs obtained through a closed loop calculation to produce a 
300ms sound for all lattices. 3) The F1 and F2 averages of 
the second half of all produced sounds were calculated. 4) 
The square error of F1 and F2 averages from those in Table 
II were calculated for all vowels. 5) A vowel corresponding 
to the minimum square error was placed at each lattice point. 
In Figure 5, all vowels have a nonlinear distribution for the 
F1 and F2 formants. The vowels /a/, /e/ are very widely 
distributed in the PB space. The PB values in the shaded 
areas of Fig. 5(b) could not produce sounds. We found that 
RNNPB-1 could produce continuous sounds, but that 
RNNPB-2 could not. 

 
 

Fig. 3. Diagram of experimental system 
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(a) PB space of RNNPB-1.   (b) PB space of RNNPB-2. 

Fig. 5.  Results of PB analysis in initial learning phase. 
 

B. Experiment 2: The Simulation of Phoneme Acquisition 
We carried out the simulations of vowel acquisition using 

two RNNPBs. The infant model repeated our phoneme ac-
quisition process three times. In the first learning phase, the 
learning conditions were the same as for RNNPB-1 in the 1st 
experiment. In the recognition phase, RNNPB-3 recognized 
the three-vowel sounds of Speaker-1, and RNNPB-4 recog-
nized those of Speaker-2 listed in Table IV (each sound was 
1350ms). Table III shows the average formants for each 
speaker. We set the segmentation number, N, as the least 
MFCC error in all sounds obtained by each organized 
RNNPB. In the generation phase, we used the PB values and 
the boundary steps to reproduce each of the recorded sounds. 
In the selection phase, the infant model selected sounds 
where MFCC errors were less than the average error in re-
cognizing and generating sounds. In the second or later 
learning phases, each organized RNNPB relearned the se-
lected sounds in the selection phase. There were 100,000 
iterations for learning. Figure 6 has a bar chart of the average 
imitation errors in the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd generation phases. 
The error in each RNNPB was reduced by repeating the 
proposed process. Figure 7 shows the PB space analysis of 
RNNPB-3 and 4 in the 2nd and 3rd learning phases. Com-
pared with Fig. 5(a), there are clear vowel distributions in the 
2nd and 3rd PB spaces for RNNPB-3 and 4. Furthermore, a 
new vowel appeared in the 3rd PB space: /i/ for RNNPB-3, 
and /u/ for RNNPB-4.  

 
Table III  Average vowel formants (top: Speaker-1, bottom: Speaker-2). 

 /a/ /i/ /u/ /e/ /o/ 
F1 (Hz) 667 234 269 401 500 
F2 (Hz9 1214 2161 924 1894 902 

 /a/ /i/ /u/ /e/ /o/ 
F1 (Hz) 667 234 269 401 500 
F2 (Hz9 1214 2161 924 1894 902 

 
Table IV  Input sounds in recognition phase. 

/aeo/ /aeu/ /aia/ /aie/ /aio/ /aiu/ /aoa/ /aou/ /aue/ 
/eai/ /eia/ /eiu/ /eoa/ /eoe/ /eoi/ /eou/ /eua/ /eue/ 

/iae/ /iai/ /ieo/ /ioa/ /ioe/ /iua/ /iue/ /iui/ /iuo/ 
/oae/ /oai/ /oao/ /oau/ /oei/ /oeo/ /oiu/ /oue/ /oui/ 
/uai/ /uao/ /uea/ /uei/ /ueo/ /ueu/ /uio/ /uiu/ /uoa/

 

Figure 9 shows the formant space of imitated sounds for 
RNNPB-3 in the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd generation phase. The 
phonemes in the set of three-vowel data in Table IV were 
aligned to the length of the three longest sections for each 
imitated sound. We fitted normal distributions to Speaker- 

1’s vowel formants as colored ellipses, and those of imitated 
sounds’ formants representing vowels as gray-scale ellipses. 
After repeating our process, each vowel in the imitated 
sounds except for /a/ gradually became closer to Speaker-1’s 
vowel formants. We achieved the same results for RNNPB- 
4. We confirmed that our model could imitate vocal sounds 
involving arbitrary numbers of vowels using the vowel space 
in the RNNPB. The space was acquired by “babbling” with 
the vocal-tract model with only a few sets of vowel sounds. 

 
Fig. 6.  Average imitation error in 1st, 2nd, and 3rd generation phases. 

 
(a) PB space in 2nd learning.   (b) PB space in 3rd learning. 

Fig. 7. PB space for RNNPB-3 

  
(a) PB space in 2nd learning.   (b) PB space in 3rd learning. 

Fig. 8. PB space for RNNPB-4 

V. DISCUSSION 

A. Articulation to Imitate Sounds 
Experiment 1 revealed the change in imitation capabilities 
under conditions with different articulatory movements. 
Figure 4 and 5 confirmed that large articulatory movements 
helped our infant model to produce many kinds of sounds. 
There were especially large differences between maximum 
and minimum values of JP, TDP, and LO in Table I.  

In fact, these result corresponded to infant babbling. Ja-
kobson demonstrated that infants could produce sounds by 
maximum and/or minimum movements in articulation in the 
early period of babbling [17]. Furthermore, the development 
of controllability for forward and back tongue movements 
delayed that for up and down tongue movements [18]. The 
TDP movement of the Maeda model had a close relation to 
forward and back tongue movements. The results of the 
experiment suggested that one of the necessary conditions to 
be able to imitate sounds was extreme articulation for for-
ward and back tongue movements that delayed those for up 
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and down tongue movements in infants. 
 

I.  
(a) Formant of 1st imitated sounds. 

 
(b) Formant of 2nd imitated sounds.  (c) Formant of 3rd imitated sounds. 

Fig. 9. Formant space in generation phase for RNNPB-3 
 

B. Vowel Acquisition 
Our system could improve imitated sounds close to the 

formants of speakers’ voices. The reason of failure to imitate 
vowel /o/ was presumably because human infants have dif-
ficulties producing this vowel. Actually, there were large 
overlaps between the distribution of vowel /o/ and the others 
in F1-F2 space for two Japanese infants [19]. This suggests 
that our model reflects the process of vowel acquisition.  

However, the formants for vowel /a/ in the imitated 
sounds gradually became dissimilar to those of speakers’ 
voices. The reason for this is that vowel /a/ was overtraining 
for all RNNPBs in the 2nd experiment. It was not impossible 
for RNNPB-3 and 4 to produce vowel /a/. In Figs. 7 and 8, 
there was a large area for vowel /a/ in each PB space. The 
error in imitating sounds including vowel /a/ tended to be 
less than when other vowels were included. This is because 
RNNPB re-learned vowel /a/ numerous times. We need to 
take into consideration error in the selection phase. 

VI.  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 We developed a phoneme-acquisition system based on the 
interaction in caregiver-infant vocal imitation consisting of 
four phases: learning, recognition, generation, and selection. 
Our infant model inputs sounds through STRAIGHT analy-
sis, and outputs sounds through the Maeda model. Using 
self-vocalization experience, the model evaluates imitable 
and unimitable sounds produced by humans. Through expe-
riments, we confirmed that many articulatory movements 
helped the infant model to imitate speakers’ sounds, and that 
our process enabled the model to acquire the phonemes of 
speakers by the definition in Section I. Furthermore, the 
order of vowels acquired by our system corresponded to that 
by real infants. As a result, we confirmed the accuracy of 

simulations of our phoneme-acquisition process. Our future 
work includes the use of smaller vocal-tract model of infant 
and the imitation of “consonants” through simulating care-
giver-infant interactions. 
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